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About This Game

It's the year 2086 and the Velocity G anti gravity racing championship is on.

Experience incredible high speed action as you race across exciting tracks, through var 5d3b920ae0

Title: Velocity G
Genre: Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Repixel8
Publisher:
Repixel8
Release Date: 11 Mar, 2019

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1+

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 750 or better

DirectX:
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Velocity G post launch update : We listened to your feedback and are pleased to release our first update to Velocity G. This
update addresses many of the issues raised out and includes: Shorter, but more dynamic tracks - Tracks are now shorter, faster
and more exciting to race on. Improved AI difficulty - AI opponents difficulty has been tweaked on the earlier levels as it
seemed they were just too easy to beat. Weapons - New pickups are scattered around the tracks that enable weapons, shields and
on demand boosts. Obstacles - A range of moving obstacles have been introduced, that require careful timing and skill to
negotiate. General bugfixes and improvements We hope you like the additions and improvements in this update and look
forward to bringing you more.
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